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Peak Ridge Forest Corridor (PRFC)
Summary
The Peak Ridge Forest Corridor (PRFC) agreement has now been finally signed by the majority
partners. We are thrilled to see this conservation area becoming a reality and hope that in the
coming months we will see much action by all partners to secure the PRFC and make it a visible
entity in this part of Sri Lanka’s Central Highlands. We also hope that it will become a valuable
example for other collaborative partnerships such as this. WWCT is working on 2 other ridgelines
similar to PRFC and in the same vicinity, and we hope that they too like PRFC can be established
as Forest Corridor conservation areas.
The need of the hour now is to firmly and visibly establish PRFC by improving its habitat where
possible, ensuring its wildlife is protected from snares and further habitat degradation and
making the communities that live around the PRFC aware and willing to ensure its conservation.
Ongoing monitoring of its leopard population and its other wildlife will, we hope, give the PRFC
a heightened profile and ensure all its signatories are partner to its continued protection.
Over the past 5 years WWCT has monitored 34 different leopards using the PRFC, averaging a
resident population of 8-15 leopards at any given time. The continued presence of cubs means
that the Resident females are reproducing and continue to reside along PRFC. The changeover
of Resident males has also been in keeping with regular leopard social structure, in that there has
not been a quick turn over of males, but instead we are seeing steady long term residence along
PRFC. The recent death by most likely drowning, of a male leopard at the Canyon reservoir
turned out to be one of the PRFC resident males –Whitley – whose area is now being taken over
by Arnold, another long term male who is from the eastern side of PRFC.
To improve overall habitat of the PRFC via re-forestation is key. We are happy to note that two
plantation company partners have agreed to establish forest plant nurseries within their estates
to move forward this endeavor; and report that the planting on the 7-acre block on the Dunkeld
/ Kelani-Breama estate border is ongoing with ~ 650+ plants in the ground and 300 more in the
nursery.
Although Covid-19 restrictions have continued to hamper much of the work, especially with the
awareness side of things, plans and schedules are in place and we hope that together with the
individual estates we can begin our Forest Guardians awareness work within the schools and
estate communities as soon as restrictions are lifted.
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Partners to PRFC:
It was good to finally have the partners meeting, although virtually, on the 24 th of August and to
have partner Resplendent Ceylon take the lead with logistics, communications and positioning of
PRFC and of setting up the core committee and overall partner facilitation. It was good to have
all partners represented at this meeting.
We thank the estate companies and other partners that have already signed the MoU that
establishes the Peak Ridge Forest Corridor Conservation Area and we hope that together we can
make PRFC an ideal example of collaborative outside the box conservation initiatives, that is
much needed, to ensure landscape level ecological integrity in Sri Lanka.

Continued Monitoring:
Some resident leopards of PRFC (Peak Ridge Forest Corridor)
Note that some areas of PRFC do not have monitoring ongoing and hence information is lacking
from these estate areas. We would like to re-install a few more monitoring cameras within these
areas if the partners are in agreement.
• Seven sets of cubs have been monitored since mid- 2016 to July 2021.
• 34 different individuals identified across 5 years on PRFC.
• Currently 8 adult leopards +cubs being monitored.
Monitoring
ID
Kew M

Name

Sex/Age

First seen

Last seen

Arnold

M/Adult

2016-10-11

2021-07-17

Os/ Cl F

OC

F/Adult

2017-01-05

2021-09-17

Os/Cl M

Ozzie

M/Adult

2016-12-06

2021-09-18

NTT Y II
NW NM

Nina
Whitley

F/Adult
M/Adult

2018-09-09
2019-01-16

2021-07-24
2021-07-30

Midford FD

Odin

M/Adult

2019-01-25

NTT YFI

Nalla

F/Adult

2018-07-21

2020-08-15
no cameras
since
2020-01-21

KelaniyaF

Kelenya

F/Adult

2017-01-02

2018-03-15

OC2019Cu

OK

F/cub

2020-06-08

2021-07-23

OC2018Cu

Oswald

M/cub-yA

2018-12-06

2019-11-14

Comments-areas
frequenting
Resident
using
Kew,
Venture,
Norwood,
Glentilt,Dunkeld, Osborne
Dunkeld, KB, Osborne
(4 sets of cubs atleast)
Osborne, Dunkeld, Norwood
occasionally
Norwood to Kew
Norwood,
Osborne,
Dunkeld, Glentilt, KB. Died in
Canyon reservoir 1st week
Aug 2021.

Came
from
Norwood
(possible sibling of Nina)
settled in Dunkeld/KB then
disappeared.
Used
Dunkeld,
KB,
Norwood, assumed mother
of OC, likely deceased
Born in Dunkeld area moved
to Glentilt
Moved out as a young adult
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Ninas2020cu
bs
KewY

-

cubs

2020-09-14

2021-01-21

F/y

2021-03-05

2021-06-09

Originally 3 cubs only 1
known to be surviving
Kew and venture

Note on the importance of landscape connectivity:

•

•

An adult female who we monitored visiting the Kew Estate area in August and September
of 2020 was matched to images from Fetteresso estate near Bogawanthalawa from our
earlier 2017 larger study in the Bogawanthalawa valley area.
This proves that
connectivity and use of ridges, such as PRFC, and other mixed forest habitats are key
landscape corridors for wildlife.
Also of note is that our remote cameras have detected resident adult male Arnold, using
the Western Ridge (ER) which runs parallel to PRFC, simultaneously, highlighting that
these ridges are connected as many of us suspected and that wildlife are indeed using
them to continue to move and survive in this landscape.
Below images are of a few of the current Resident leopards of PRFC:

OC
Female

Adult

OK – Young Female Cub
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Ozzie – Adult Male

Arnold – Adult Male

2021.06.15

Signage for PRFC:
It is important that the communities that live in proximity to the PRFC be aware of its new
establishment as a conservation area along its entirety. Resplendent Ceylon will be sharing a
common sign board for all partners to approve and erect on their sections of land of the PRFC.
Awareness to inform the community of the PRFC along each of the 13 estates will be needed.
WWCT also now puts up larger signs near the remote camera stations which highlight that this is
a Biodiversity project aimed at protecting our shared forests. This is to inform people that we are
not monitoring them, with the hope that this will reduce theft.
As reported previously in order to specifically address the issue of snares, a tri-lingual SAY NO TO
SNARES pamphlet was a focus of our awareness outreach and widely disseminated. Additionally,
a poster with a legal directive in collaboration with the Department of Wildlife Conservation is
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available for display in estate muster sheds and tea factories. WWCT has given some of these to
the partner estates but kindly reach out to us should more be needed. Continued display of these
signs is important to ensure the message is communicated to the community.
Land protection:
The visual demarcation of this Ridge area via sign boards that informs of illegal activities such as
the setting of snares and fires, will aid in its continued preservation. We are trusting that all
involved estates will be amenable to having these boards placed along the edge of their upper
divisions that border PRFC.
We highlight once again the partner estates and owning companies that back onto PRFC - Peak
Ridge Forest Corridor:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Osborne Estate (Bogawanthalawa Plantations PLC)
Dunkeld Estate (MJF Tea gardens Pvt Ltd)
Hapugastenne Estate (Maskeliya Plantations PLC)
Moussekelle Estate (Maskeliya Plantations PLC)
Kelani-Breama Estate (Private)
Glentilt Estate (Maskeliya Plantations PLC)
Norwood Estate (Bogawanthalawa Plantations PLC)
Rockwood Estate (Bogawanthalawa Plantations PLC)
Stockholm Estate (Horana Plantations PLC)
Mahanilu Estate (Horana Plantations PLC)
Venture Estate (Madulsima Plantations PLC)
Kew Estate (Madulsima Plantations PLC)
Alton Estate (Horana Plantations PLC)

Satellite view of the Ridge with estates that back onto it NUMBERED accordingly and parent company in brackets.
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Land Restoration:
A key component of this initiative in addition to establishing, maintaining and protecting the Peak
Ridge Corridor, is also to re-plant areas of released tea and degraded existing forest in order to
improve habitat quality and encourage a more effective buffer zone. Currently ~ 650 plants have
been planted on the planting plot within Dunkeld estate, with a ~ 300 plants in the nursery. This
is a slow process as seeds need to be sourced, brought to the nursery, planted, grown over the
course of time and then transported for planting within the reforestation site.
We are happy that another nursery for this purpose is being established at Mahanilu estate and
that plants are being sourced actively. We hope that at least 3 more such nursery’s’ could be
established with the PRFC partners so as to ensure an adequate stock of forest plants are
available for replanting along PRFC.
Awareness:
WWCT has currently listed out all of the schools and student population within the PRFC estates
and this list was shared with you all. We hope that once covid-19 restrictions are lifted and
schools commence, a scheduled roster for awareness programmes could be collectively followed.
Acknowledgments:
To all the involved estates and management companies a big thank you for cooperation and
support to permit us to work within your lands and to partner in this vital research and
conservation initiative. We sincerely hope that together we can finally establish and ensure the
continued protection of this Peak Ridge Forest Corridor Conservation Area in 2021 and beyond.
The identification of PRFC and continued monitoring of it is made possible via the support of
Resplendent Ceylon/Dilmah Conservation, Alliance Finance PLC and the Whitley Fund for Nature.
We also thank our long term supporters Cerza Conservation and their partners Zoo de la Barben.
All WWCT research work is conducted under a Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC), Sri
Lanka research permit. None of this work would be possible without the continues tireless efforts
of our dynamic WWCT team.
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